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ARGYLL AND BUTE CLIMATE CHANGE DECLARATION 

 

 
D R A F T 

1. SUMMARY 

 
This report summarises the implications of the Scottish Climate Change 
Declaration which Argyll and Bute Council, and all other Scottish local 
authorities, have signed up to and makes recommendations for a new 
declaration to be signed jointly by the Council and Community Planning 
Partnership. 
 
2. RECOMMENDATION 

 
It is recommended that the Community Planning Partnership agree:  

• to sign the updated Climate Change Declaration,  

• to affirm commitment to the Declaration,  

• to raise the profile of the local work on climate change and  

• to work in partnership to tackle and adapt to climate change. 

• to report back individually to Stephen.colligan@argyll-bute.gov.uk 
who will collate information and produce report for Management 
Committee meeting on the 3rd of September 
 

3. DETAIL 

 

Scotland’s Climate Change Declaration was drawn up by the Scottish Local 
Authority Climate Change Programme (SLACCP) Development Group. The 
Declaration supports the Scottish Government’s Climate Change Programme 
and provides an opportunity for the Community Planning Partnership to publicly 
declare its commitment and actions at a local level in response to climate 
change.  The Declaration acknowledges the challenge of climate change, 
welcomes the actions to tackle climate change and commits signatories to 
further action.  
 
All local authorities in Scotland signed the Climate Change Declaration in early 
2007.  Since then, there has been a change of leadership both in the Council 
and in the Scottish Government.  The Climate Change Declaration has been 
updated to replace references to the previous administration and its Ministers 
with new Scottish Government branding, and contains John Swinney MSP’s 
electronic signature.  There are no substantive changes to the text of the 
Declaration, or the framework it establishes for local government action.  A copy 
is provided at Appendix 1.  The document can be changed to reflect the whole 
Community Planning Partnership.   
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Many aspects of the Scottish Climate Change Declaration are already being 
considered or have already been achieved by community planning partners, for 
example the Council is participating in the Carbon Trust’s Local Authority 
Carbon Management Programme which includes an energy audit of Council 
buildings.  The Council has also carried out a waste management audit and 
produced a transportation strategy with actions to tackle climate change.   
 
Other actions could easily be achieved within current plans, for example, 
Broadband Pathfinder will enable greater use of video conferencing by high-
speed links which would reduce staff travel costs considerably thereby reducing 
carbon emissions.   
 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
This report summarises the Scottish Climate Change Declaration and makes 
recommendations for the Community Planning Partnership to sign up to the 
Declaration.   
 
 
Further details: 

Jennifer Swanson, Policy Officer, Policy and Strategy, Chief Executive’s Unit, 
Argyll and Bute Council, Kilmory, Lochgilphead PA31 8RT 
Tel. 01546 604298   jennifer.swanson@argyll-bute.gov.uk  
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